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Introduction
This book is an expansion for the Song of Blades and 

Heroes fantasy skirmish rules. It contains new terrain 
types, new special rules for models, new troop rosters, 
weather rules and outdoor scenarios. All the rules 
found in this book are optional – if you think they won’t 
enhance your gaming experience, don’t use them!

Page References
Any page reference to the Song of Blades and 

Heroes rulebook is marked with a B, so page B12 
means “page 12 of the basic book”. References to 
Song of Gold and Darkness are marked with SGD.

Chapter One: Air
Lighting

In SBH, we assume that all outdoor battles happen 
during the day and that lighting conditions don’t affect 
combat. This is perfectly fine and the game works well 
without any extra complications. However, although 
most field battles would happen in the day, small 
skirmishes such as a raids on a camp or attempts to 
plunder a village would likely be carried out at night. 
Use the following optional guidelines for night actions.

 Roll a die before any scenario, on a 1 or 2 the 
lighting will favor nocturnal creatures, on a 3 and 
4 it will be indifferent (such as a dark overcast 
day or a clear night with a bright full moon), 
and on a 5 and 6 it will favor diurnal creatures.

 In a night scenario, shooting is restricted to Short 
range and all models have -1 on ranged attacks. 
Nocturnal or subterranean races see well enough in 
the dark to offset these penalties. This as a Special 
Rule worth 0 points. Players should agree which 
races have it (default suggestion: Orcs, Dwarves, 
Kobolds, Vampires, Demons and Night Goblins 
have it). The catch? These creatures have -1 on 
all ranged attacks and are limited to Short range 
in normal lighting conditions. This will divide all 
creatures in two categories – diurnal and nocturnal. 

Is an Orc nocturnal or diurnal? The choice is 
yours – it’s not possible to offer hard-and-fast 
rules.  Players may have different opinions about 
a certain creature depending on the background 
they chose or on their favorite fantasy novel. 
Decide beforehand and roll randomly for lighting 
conditions – this ensures a fair game for everybody.

Weather
Like lighting conditions, we can also assume that 

all battles happen in ideal weather. Alternatively, 
when running an outdoor battle (including the six 
scenarios in SBH and the additional scenarios in this 
book), roll a die. A result of 5 or 6 indicates a special 
weather condition. Make this roll after terrain has 
been placed and warbands deployed. Roll a die on the 
following table to see what special weather applies:

Weather Table (Temperate) Roll a die
1 Strong winds

�  Heatwave

3 Heavy Rain

4 Thunderstorm

5 Snow

6 Magical storm
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Strong Winds
All ranged combat is at -1 for the duration of the 

battle. Flying troops have -1 on their Quality tests 
unless they decide to move on the ground (decide 
before the activation dice are rolled). Flying troops 
moving on the ground decrease their move allowance 
by one category (from Long to Medium move, 
for example). They still count broken terrain and 
obstacles as regular terrain though – regardless of 
the weather, they can still use their wings and powers 
of flight to hop around and avoid bad spots in the 
terrain.

Heatwave
A heatwave will fatigue combatants. Any model that 

rolls a double 1 on any Quality test becomes fatigued. 
A fatigued Model has -1 on his Quality rolls. Models 
with the Artificial, Undead, or Desert-walk rules are 
immune to the effects of heat. All models are immune 
as long as they stay in water terrain-- once they are 
out of it, they fatigue normally. Fatigue can be healed 
by any special ability (such as the Cleric special rule) 
which restores Quality losses. In a campaign, the 
effects of heatwave carry on from one scenario to the 
next only if the heatwave is rolled again. In all other 
cases, fatigue losses due to heat are automatically 
healed between scenarios.

Heavy Rain
Heavy rain restricts visibility and impedes 

movement. Missile fire will be at -1 and anytime a 
model rolls a 1 on any  Quality test (including rolls to 
cast and resist spells), it becomes impeded by mud, 
slippery terrain, etc. Treat the model as fallen for 
the duration of the turn – the model automatically 
recovers at the start of his next activation, without 
having to spend any actions to do so. Swarms and 
flying models are unaffected. If the model is not 
activated, it still counts as Fallen until the player 
activates it.

Thunderstorm
Thunderstorm combines the effects of strong 

winds and heavy rains above : -1 on ranged combat, 
restriction on flying moves, models get stuck on the 
roll of  a 1. In addition, whenever Animal models roll 
a 1 on a Quality test, roll a die: on a 1-3 they  become 
mired in mud as per Heavy rain, above; on a 4-6 
they panic because of lightning and thunder and 
must make a Morale roll. Swarms are unaffected by 
Thunderstorms.

Snow
If this condition is rolled, it’s been snowing for some 

time before the battle and the ground is covered in 
snow. Snow can be represented by playing on a white 
polystyrene surface and maybe sprinkling some 
baking soda on scenic items.

 Snow turns regular terrain into broken terrain. In 
addition, it takes two actions, not one, to stand up 
when a model falls on snowy terrain. Troops with the 
Snow-walk special rule are immune to these effects.

If Snow is rolled, there’s a 1 in 6 chance that  a heavy 
snowstorm will take place during the battle, reducing 
visibility to Short.

Any snow-covered obstacle that has to be climbed 
over becomes slippery – requiring one action and a 
Quality climbing roll to do so. Failure on this climbing 
roll means that the model’s movement stops and the 
model counts as Fallen for the remainder of the turn. 
Models with Heavy Armor have -2 for purposes of 
this roll. Models with Clinging can climb normally 
with no die roll required.

Magical Storm
During a Magical Storm, the energies of magic 

flow wildly.  When a spell is cast, including any 
attempt to raise the dead, transfix, summon a 
creature or even cast a spell from a scroll, roll a die. 

Magical Storm Table (Roll a die)
1-3 Magical energies surge and all magic-

using models have +1 on their Quality rolls. 

4-5 Nothing happens. Roll again when the 
next spell is cast. 

6 Magical energies decrease, and all Magic-
Users have -1 on their Quality rolls. Roll 
again after another spell has been cast. 

All bonuses and penalties are cumulative, so it 
would be possible to have +3 or -10 on magic-users’ 
Quality rolls if the same conditions are rolled more 
times during a game. Remember that no matter the 
modifiers, a Quality roll always succeeds on a 6 and 
always fails on a 1. 

Like weather, the flow of magic energies is reset 
between games.
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Other Weather Tables
The Weather Table doesn’t take into consideration 

the geographical location or the season of the year, 
nor it is possible to include every weather type. If 
you play a fantasy campaign with an Arabic/Middle 
Eastern flavor, for example, it would be silly to 
have snow in the desert – so you should redesign 
the table, maybe substituting a sandstorm for the 
snow, lessening the effect of Heavy Rain and not 
allowing the thunderstorm result. Here’s an example 
of a redesigned Weather table for hot dry climate.

Weather Table (Hot Dry Climate) Roll a die
1-2 Heatwave

3 Strong Winds

4 Sandstorm

5 Light Rain 

6 Magical storm

Sandstorm
A Sandstorm reduces visibility to Short and gives 

-1 to all ranged combat. Models without the Desert-
walk special rule count as Fallen whenever they roll 
two 1s on any Quality roll. Spellcasting in a sandstorm 
is very difficult – a magic using model will be at -1 
to Quality for purposes of spellcasting unless he is 
adjacent to a solid scenic item that counts as cover, 
such as a tent, or to a Huge friendly unengaged model.

Light Rain
Light Rain gives -1 to ranged combat. Visibility is 

unaffected.
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Chapter Two: Earth

Special Terrain
Unless otherwise indicated in the description, special 

terrain should be modeled as irregularly shaped 
patches that can be inscribed in a Long x Long square. 
This is just a suggestion to avoid “deathtrap” combos 
where one player uses models with a special rule that 
immunizes them from the effect of a terrain and covers 
all the board with said terrain to gain an advantage. 
This should not stop players from designing specific 
scenarios with larger areas of special terrain! After all, 
the SBH typical battlefield represents just 60 square 
yards of space, so it makes sense for it to be all forest 
or all desert. But generally, the game is better if the 
terrain is varied, so we suggest players randomize it. 

Random Terrain
To randomize terrain on the battlefield, roll 

one die per every “terrain” patch after the players 
have diced for attacker and defender and models 
have been deployed on the tabletop.  On a 1-2, use 
table 1; on a 3-4, use table 2; on a 5-6, use table 3.

Random Terrain Table one (roll one die)
1 Bladegrass

2 Carnivorous plants

3 Cursed Ruins 

4 Deep Waters (a lake taking up to 1/3 of 
the board)

5 Desert

6 Geyser

Random Terrain Table two (roll one die)
1 Lava Pool 

2 Ravine or slope with suspended rope 
bridge

3 Quicksand 

4 Shallow waters (a pool)

5 Stickyweeds

6 Sleepflowers

Random Terrain Table three (roll one die)
1 Swamps and Bogs

2  Teleport Fields

3 Thick Vegetation

4 Waterfall 

5 a River, 1 Short wide, dividing the board 
in half, with d3 fords

6 Witch Wood

Bladegrass
Bladegrass is a tall weed, not unlike elephant grass. 

The sides of its leaves are sharp as razors. If a model 
moves cautiously through Bladegrass, it can avoid 
being cut, but running could prove fatal. Bladegrass 
patches count as normal terrain, but any model 
making more than one movement per turn receives a 
Free Hack with Combat 0 from the grass. Any model 
falling or recoiling into Bladegrass terrain receives a 
Free Hack at Combat 1 (the grass is more dangerous 
because more parts of the body are exposed in a fall 
or if you can’t see where you are stepping, resulting in 
more cuts). Models with the Forester, Heavy Armor, 
Artificial, Tough and Undead rules are unaffected.

Models with both the Forester and the Magic 
User rule (e.g., druids) can open a “path” in the 
Bladegrass. Any model moving in a group move with 
them is immune to the effects of the Bladegrass for 
the duration of the group move only.
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Carnivorous Plants
Carnivorous plants do not move but fight flailing 

their leaves and branches at opponents, grappling 
them with vines, and “biting” them with razor-sharp 
“petals”. Plants can be scratch-built or you can use 
models from a variety of manufacturers.

A typical giant Venus Flytrap would be Q4+, C3. All 
ranged attacks on plants are at -1, partly because the 
plants lack vital organs that an arrow could pierce, 
and partly because of the cover provided by other 
vegetation, leaves etc.

Carnivorous plants will not attack Undead or 
Artificial models. 

After a plant scores a kill, it has gorged itself with 
food and will not attack anyone else during the game. 
A plant beaten in combat with an odd number on 
the die suffers no ill effect. If beaten with an even 
number, it counts as Fallen, is attacked at +2 and 
killed if beaten.

Models with the Forester rule add +1 to hand-to-
hand combat against carnivorous plants. Carnivorous 
plants attack models moving on their terrain patch. 
This attack is rolled as soon as a model steps in the 
terrain, i.e., the plants interrupt the acting player’s 
turn. Multiple successes will be used to roll power 
attacks or aimed shots. Hand-to-hand attacks from 
plants can be directed against any model stepping 
on their terrain patch – the plant is attacking by 
stretching long vines, branches etc. 

A few plants (2 in 6 chance) may have the ability to 
shoot seed or thorns: treat as Shooter Short special 
rule with a Combat score of 2. These plants will roll 
for activation as soon as a model steps within a Short 
range of them.

Some plants will have (1 in 6 chance) the Poison 
special rule. 

Plants have their Quality rolls reduced by 1 in snowy 
weather.

Cursed Ruins
An old temple from times before the advent of 

the humanoid races, the remnants of a precursor 
civilization lost in the jungles, an ancient town 
destroyed by the gods for its sins, a shrine built 
by worshippers of things man was not meant to 
know – the modeling and scenario possibilities are 
endless. The following are just some ideas for specific 
scenarios set in cursed ruins. To randomize the type 
of ruins, roll one die on the Cursed Ruins Table:

Cursed Ruins Table  (roll one die)
1 Just ruins – they count as cover but no 

other special rules

2 Ancient Temple (see below)

3 Precursor ruins (see below)

4 Forbidden City (see below)

5 Lurker from Another World (see below)

6 Curse of the Snake People (see below)

Ancient Temple
d3+2 statues are present in the temple. The 

statues are deployed by the defender anywhere on 
the temple “terrain” or adjacent to it. If a model 
belonging to the defender is killed within one Short 
distance from a statue, that statue will come to life 
and act under the defender’s control. A magic-using  
model may put a statue “back to sleep” by casting 
a Transfix spell on it. Statues have the following 
stats when animated: Q4+, C3, Slow, Artificial, 
Heavy Armor. Statues can be attacked even when 
“dormant”, in that case they have the same stats 
but are considered helpless (they do not defend).

Precursor Ruins
The defender places three counters in the ruins. 

Every counter must be at least one Medium distance 
from any other counter. Anytime a model comes 
in contact with a counter, roll a die. On a 1 or 2, 
the counter is removed. On a 3 or 4, the model is 
attacked by a difficulty 3 Magical Trap (see SGD, 
p.16). On a 5 or 6, the model has found a precursor 
artifact and makes a roll on the Artifact Table.

Precursor artifacts follow the same general rules 
as magic items. They are also unique – if the same 
artifact is rolled again in a campaign, roll again until 
a different artifact appears. Note that, unlike the 
Quest for Magic Item scenario, there is no guarantee 
that the Precursor Ruins will contain an Artifact. All 
three counters may end up being “empty” or, worse, 
Traps. No model can begin play with a precursor 
artifact in its possession, nor it can “buy” an Artifact 
with victory points – artifacts must be won in a battle.
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Precursor Artifacts Table 
1 Eternity Bow- this bow gives its user the 

Shooter Long special rule and +1 to C for 
purposes of ranged attacks only. The user 
never runs out of missiles and can always 
ignore all targeting restriction rules (i.e., the 
user is not forced to shoot at the closest target, 
etc.). If there is another model using any other 
Artifact, though, no matter what side the 
model is on, the user of the Eternity Bow must 
attack that model, or move into range so that 
attacking becomes possible.

2 Shoes of the White Hare God – the 
wearer of these rabbit fur boots receives the 
Snow-walk and Forester special rules and can 
walk through Bladegrass unharmed. It takes 
two actions to put them on and one action to 
take them off.

3 Inviolable Shield – the wielder of this 
Shield can turn a Fall down result into a Recoil 
result by making a Quality roll on one die. If the 
Quality roll fails, the model falls as normal.

4 Belt of Ubiquity – the wearer gains the 
Teleportation special rule. It takes one turn to 
put on and one turn to take off the belt.

5 Rain Stick – the Rain stick can be used 
only by Magic-Users, Clerics, Heroes and 
Magic-User variants. Each use of the Rain 
Stick requires only one action. It can be used 
only once per turn. The user of this stick may 
affect weather over the battlefield. Make a Q 
roll for the user, on as many dice as the player 
sees fit. On one success, the player gets one 
random roll on the weather table (see p. 3). On 
two successes, he gets a Heavy Rain result. On 
three successes, he gets to pick a result. On two 
or more failures, the Rain stick stops working 
for the remainder of the game. 

6 Baneblade – when play begins, the player 
controlling this artifact must state against 
which type of model the blade is activated. Any 
category that could be included in the Lethal 
special rule can be selected. Against that kind 
of target, the model employing the Baneblade 
gets the Lethal special rule and +1 to Combat 
for purposes of hand-to-hand combat. When 
no such targets remain in play (say, the blade 
was Lethal against Orcs and all Orcs in play are 
killed) the model must make a Quality roll or 
lose one point of Quality until the end of play 
(this Quality loss is restored between games).
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 Forbidden City
The wrath of the gods destroyed this city for the sins 

of its inhabitants and condemned them to Undead 
status. 

Any Necromancer stepping into the Forbidden city 
will have +1 on his Quality for purposes of casting 
spells. If a Necromancer rolls one or more 1’s on his 
activation dice, that many random Dread Spirits from 
the table below will appear. For example, if a Quality 
3+ Necromancer makes a three dice Quality roll and 
gets a 1, a 1 and a 3, two Dread Spirits will appear.

One Dread Spirit will automatically appear at a 
random location (see the Dread Spirit Table below) 
whenever a model suffers a Gruesome Kill. This 
will not happen if the killed model is an Undead or 
Artificial creature.

Dread spirits are Q3+ and C3. They have the Undead, 
Terror and Free Disengage special rules, and they are 
worth 72 points each. They cannot leave the table 
and are destroyed if they do so because of a recoil or 
any other effect. They cannot be “led” –  the Leader 
bonus doesn’t count for them and they cannot be part 
of any group activations. They count for victory point 
purposes, so remember to note down who killed them.

They appear immediately and are deployed and 
controlled by the opponent of the player who caused 
them to appear. For example, if the Necromancer 
who rolled a 1 is part of warband A, warband 
B will control the Dread Spirit. They count as 
enemies of warband A for victory points purposes. 

Dread Spirit Table   (roll one die)
1 the Spirit appears within 1L of the 

necromancer or of the model who suffered 
a Gruesome Death. 

2 the Spirit appears at the Defender’s 
baseline.

3 the Spirit appears at the Attacker’s 
baseline.

4 the Spirit appears right in the centre of 
the game board (if part of the ruins terrain) 
or on the spot of the ruins terrain which is 
closest to the centre of the table.

5  the Spirit appears within 1M of the board 
side at the Attacker’s right.

6  the Spirit appears within 1M of the board 
side at the Attacker’s left.

Lurker from Another World
The ruins contain a transdimensional gate to 

another world. The terrain piece that is used as a gate 
should be clearly marked by the player who sets up the 
terrain. Every turn, after all models have acted, roll a 
die. On a 6, the gate opens and a lurking monstrosity 
comes out of it (use any appropriate miniature):

Lurker from Beyond: Q3+, C4, Big, Tough, 
Amphibian, Slow, Stealth.

The Lurker will side with the player with the higher 
number of models in play. Check this condition every 
turn, after both players have acted. Models who ran 
off the table count as destroyed. The Lurker will 
change side as the forces of one player dwindle.

Destroying the Lurker counts as 3 victory points 
for any player, but a player cannot attack the Lurker 
while the creature is on his side.

Curse of the Snake People
The ruins are imbued with the power of an ancient 

reptilian, magic-using race that once ruled the world. 
The first living model (i.e., not Undead or Artificial) 
standing on the ruins rolls a die. On a 1, the model 
receives a Free Hack from the magical energies of the 
ruins (treat as a Free Hack with a Combat score of 
5). On a 2-5, nothing happens. On a 6, the model is 
affected by the Curse. The model is Transfixed until 
the player spends two actions to break the Transfix 
effect. After that, the model will be transformed into 
a Snake Abominion, a monstrosity with the following 
statistics: 

Q3+, C4, Amphibian, Forester, Poison, Tough. 
The Snake Abominion remains on the same side. 

If the model was Mounted, the mount runs away as 
he transforms. If the model had Clinging, Flying, or 
Long Movement, these special rules are retained. Any 
other rule is lost. The model will return to his original 
shape only when it dies or it inflicts a Gruesome Kill. 
In campaigns, the transformation is retained.

The ruins keep their magical power until one model 
transforms into a Snake Abominion. When that 
happens, they lose their power forever.
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As you can imagine, a battle during a meteor storm 
is a pretty extreme situation so it’s not included in 
the random terrain tables. We leave at the players’ 
discretion when to fight such a battle, although a 
Meteor Storm surely fits the conclusion of an epic 
campaign.

Volcano
A battle can be staged on the side of an active   

volcano. Depending on the slope, you might rule that 
the side of the volcano counts as steep climb. Models 
with Mountaineer special rule can move normally.

There’s a 1 in 6 chance of a earth tremor every turn; 
during a tremor, any non-flying models must make a 
Quality roll or fall. Roll a die when a tremor happens, 
and on a 4+ one 2x Long x Short fissure will appear 
on the battlefield. The fissure counts as Lava and is 
placed by a random player. The player cannot place 
the fissure under or adjacent to any figure.

Rope Bridges
Simple suspension bridges can be modelled with 

string and balsa wood or thick cardboard. Models 
walking on suspension bridges must walk carefully, 
as any fast movement or heavy stepping could cause 
the bridge to pitch and toss. Any time a model does 
more than one move per turn on a suspension bridge, 
roll a die, +1 if the model is Big and +2 if Huge, +1 if 
there are Strong Winds or a Storm. If the result is a 
6 or more, the bridge will pitch. If the bridge pitches, 
all models must make a Quality roll or fall. They will 
not fall off the bridge but they will hold on the hand-
holds and count as Fallen until they spend one action 
to stand up.

A model may attempt to damage a bridge by cutting 
the ropes or dislodging the stakes that hold it in 
place. Every model trying to damage the bridge must 
make an attack against the bridge’s Combat factor of 
5. The bridge loses one point of C every time it loses a 
combat. When the bridge is doubled, it breaks down 
and any models on it take falling damage. It is possible 
to do Powerful attacks against a bridge by spending 
two actions. Magic Users can use their spell’s Combat 
score as normal against a bridge. Ranged attacks 
have -3 against bridges, with the exception of ranged 
attacks from Huge creatures. Use common sense 
here: a giant’s Shooter ability consists of throwing 
boulders so it will surely damage the bridge normally, 
while the ranged attacks from a war elephant carrying 
an archer on its back will suffer the -3 as it’s just an 
arrow.

Desert
Desert terrain counts as broken, unless the model 

has the Desert-walk special rule. Make sure that 
every desert scenario has some patches of vegetation 
and some regular ground – at least one third of the 
board should be regular terrain.

Dunes count as hills and desert at the same time – 
so they block a shooter’s line of sight, count as higher 
ground for purposes of elevation and so on. Models 
with Desert-walk reduce movement by one category 
when going uphill on a dune, but move normally 
when going downhill. Other models always have their 
move reduced by one category. As in the case of hills, 
the crest should be marked in some inconspicuous 
way, such as by placing a line of small rocks or bushes 
on it.

Geyser
A geyser can be indicated on the game board with 

a round counter. A small crater or fissure in the 
ground can be modeled with plasticine or play-doh. 
Every time a model of either side rolls a double on 
the activation dice, the geyser will immediately erupt, 
ejecting a column of hot water and steam into the air. 
If there are several geysers on the board, only one 
will erupt: roll randomly to see which one erupts. 
Any model within Short distance from the erupting 
geyser will be distracted and be at -1 on Combat for 
the whole turn. Any model unfortunate enough to be 
standing on the geyser will receive a Free Hack with a 
Combat score of 3 from the geyser.

Lava
Lava can be represented in the game with red 

plasticine or paper counters. Lava counts as Broken 
terrain. Any model that moves over an area of lava 
takes a Free Hack with a Combat score of 4 per 
movement. If the model falls on the lava or ends his 
movement on the lava, he must make a Quality roll 
on three dice – on two or three failures, he’s dead.

If beings like fire elementals and salamanders fall 
on lava and fail their Quality rolls, they do not actually 
die – they are absorbed by the lava and reunited with 
their mother element. In game terms it is the same 
– they are removed from the game.

Meteor Storm
During a meteor storm, any character rolling two 

1s on any activation roll has a 50% chance of being 
struck by a meteorite; if that happens, the model is 
removed from play and any model within a Long 
radius from him receives a C6 Free Hack from the 
meteorite. The impact of the meteorite will leave a 
crater 1 Long in radius that counts as broken terrain, 
and will lift so much dust and smoke that visibility 
will be reduced to Short and all ranged combat will 
be at -1 for all the game.
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Quicksand
Quicksand patches can be modeled on cardboard 

with flock and sand glued on top. To give them a 
“wet” look, liberally splash glue on top. 

Whenever a model moves across a quicksand or 
recoils into it, roll a die. On a 1-4, the model is slowed 
down as per normal broken terrain. On a 5 or 6, the 
model is sucked into quicksand.

Models with the Swamp-Walk special rule get a 
Quality roll before entering an area of quicksand. If 
they make the roll, they identify the quicksand as such 
before stepping on it (roll the die before the model is 
moved on the potentially dangerous terrain).

 It takes three successful actions to get out of 
quicksand. Mounted models or models in Heavy 
Armor have -2 on Quality rolls for purposes of this 
rule.

If a model in a quicksand ever rolls three failures, 
he drowns: he doesn’t manage to keep his cool, 
makes fast movements, the sand “sucks him in” and 
he’s removed from the game. If the model rolls three 
successes, the controller can place the model just 
outside the quicksand patch. On any other result, 
the model stays in the quicksand but can try again to 
get out at next activation. If the player choses not to 
activate the stuck model, it means that he is trying to 
keep his cool and just float on the surface, waiting for 
someone to rescue him. Basically, a player may keep 
a model just floating there by not activating him for 
the whole duration of the game.

A model trapped in quicksand is effectively helpless 
and counts as Fallen if targeted by any attack. The 
model automatically drowns if affected by a Transfix 
spell or by the Entangle ability. Flying models can 
swoop over models trapped in quicksand and quickly 
dispatch them with no chances of getting stuck in 
the quicksand: make normal Combat rolls at +2 for 
hitting an helpless target as per Transfixed models.
Flying models can also spend an action to rescue 
someone in a quicksand.

Undead with the Free Disengage special rule are 
semi-corporeal. They are made of ectoplasm or have 
a gaseous form and are immune to quicksands – they 
just walk away from it. A common tactic of will-o’-the-
wisps and bog phantasms is to attract their enemies 
in areas of quicksand and let them drown there.

Undead and Artificial beings cannot drown. If they 
are also Amphibious, they will move normally across 
the quicksand, otherwise they will sink and move 
slowly on the bottom: treat as a Slow movement in 
difficult terrain, requiring three actions to perform 
one Short move.

Sleepflowers
Sleepflowers grow in beautiful patches that can 

nonetheless prove fatal to combatants. When a 
model moves over a sleepflower patch, he must 
make a Quality roll on three dice, and if any die fails 
the model falls asleep. A sleeping model counts as 
Transfixed, but another model may wake him up by 
moving into contact with him. The sleeping model 
must spend two actions to wake up and stand up. 
The model will automatically wake up if attacked – 
assuming he survives the attack. If  the conditions for 
a Morale roll exist (for example if a Leader was killed 
or the warband was reduced to 50% while the model 
was sleeping), a sleeping model will take the Morale 
test immediately when he wakes up.

Undead and Artificial models are unaffected by 
sleepflowers.
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Stickyweed
Stickyweed is a kind of grass with adhesive 

properties. Any model walking on a stickyweed patch 
will have his Quality rolls reduced by one. Any model 
fallen on stickyweed takes two actions to stand up, 
not one as normal. For all other purposes, treat 
stickyweed as normal terrain (i.e., no movement 
reduction).

Druids and other models with both the Forester 
and the Magic User rule can open a “path” in the 
stickyweed. They are immune to the effects of 
stickyweed. In addition, any model moving in a 
group move with them is immune to the effects of the 
stickyweed for the duration of the group move only.

Swamps and Bogs
Swamps and similar terrain types can be represented 

with patches of cardboard painted in mottled green 
or brown, and given a “wet” look with a layer of glue. 
Reeds and other swamp vegetation can be added at 
the border of the patch.

Swamps and bogs count as broken terrain, but 
Amphibious models, and models with Swampwalk, 
are unaffected.

Models with the Big, Mounted, Huge or Heavy Armor 
rules have -1 on Quality when they fall on swamp 
terrain. Basically, if you’re heavy or encumbered, it’s 
tougher to stand up after a fall. Huge models do not 
suffer this penalty if only part of their base is in the 
swamp terrain.

Teleport Fields
Teleport fields are areas created by miscast spells 

or rifts in the space continuum created by the abuse 
of magic. They can be represented in the game as 
patches of unnaturally colored vegetation, one Short 
distance across. Models crossing them disappear 
and reappear somewhere else. If there is more than 
one teleport field on the table, a model crossing one 
will always reappear in another (choose randomly 
if there’s more than another field). If there’s only 
one teleport field on the board, roll on the following 
table.

Teleport Field Table  (roll one die)
1-2 Model reappears at a random table edge. 

Roll a die, on a 1-2 the model’s controller 
decides where the model appears; on a 3, it 
appears on the left side; on a 4, on the right 
side; on a 5, on the player’s side; on a 6, on 
the opponent’s side.

3-4 Model is teleported off board. Every turn 
of the controller, roll one die, with a 5+ the 
model comes back in play from a random 
side (as per 1-2 above).

5  Model reappears within two Long 
distances from the border of the Teleport 
Field. The exact location is picked by the 
player controlling the teleported model.

6 As 5 above, but the location is chosen by 
the controller’s opponent.

Thick Vegetation
Thick vegetation (e.g., tropical forest or jungle) 

counts as broken terrain. All models entering an area 
of thick vegetation become Slow unless they have the 
Forester rule. Models that are already Slow do not 
suffer extra penalties. Druids and other models with 
both the Forester and the Magic User rule can open 
a “path” in thick vegetation: any model moving in a 
group move with them is immune to the effects of the 
thick vegetation for the duration of the group move 
only.

Witch Wood
A witch wood is a magical forest that reacts to the 

use of magic. It can be represented in the game by 
using twisted model trees. Magic using models have 
+1 on Quality (for purposes of spell casting only) 
when standing in witch wood terrain. Every time a 
spell is cast in the witch wood, though, there is a 2 
in 6 chance that the wood will come alive and cast a 
Transfix spell with Quality of 3+ on the magic-user. 
The witch wood will always try to cast the spell on 
three dice. The witch wood will “turn off” if it rolls 
three failures on its spellcasting dice – thus becoming 
a normal wood area for the rest of the game.
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Chapter Three: Fire
Representing fire on the battlefield can be tricky but 

it can lead to interesting tactical situations. Players 
should agree before playing a scenario if they are 
going to use fire rules at all.

Every scenario that includes the possibility of 
fire will have some specific rules. The following are 
optional, generic guidelines for players designing 
their own scenarios. If you use the fire rules, some 
models (such as fire elementals, fire-breathing 
dragons etc) will have some extra abilities (and 
require a little extra special attention) not accounted 
for in the normal rules.

Modeling Flames
A cheap and effective way to model flames is to 

mix a little red and yellow plasticine together: create 
flames as you need them and stick them to the flaming 
scenic items.

Flammability
When playing a scenario using fire, players 

should agree on the flammability of scenic items. 
Flammability is a number to be rolled on a die in 
order to set something on fire. As a rule of thumb, 
woods will have a Flammability of 5+, thatched roofs 
and haystacks have a Flammability of 2+, wooden 
houses have a flammability of 4+. Rain and snow 
reduce flammability by 1 point, heavy rain by 2 
points. Strong winds increase Flammability by +1. 
Think of Flammability as the Quality of the fire -- for 
example, if a model is trying to estinguish a fire, the 
fire “resists” the attempt by making a Flammability 
roll.

Setting Things on Fire 
It takes one action for a model adjacent to a source 

of fire (like a bonfire, a brazier or a fireplace) to set 
a torch or a flaming arrow on fire. Count loosing a 
flaming arrow as an Aimed Shot (it takes two actions 
and gives -1 to the target’s Combat score). Flaming 
arrows shot on large scenic items such as buildings, 
haystacks or carts hit automatically and force them to 
make a Flammability roll.

It takes three successful actions in the same turn 
to start a fire with a tinder box. If the model trying 
to start the fire doesn’t roll three actions in the 
same turn, the fire is not started and the model can 
try again on another turn. Assume all Leaders and 
Heroes carry tinderboxes. Animals will not carry  nor 
be able to use them.

 It takes one successful action to start a fire with a 
blazing torch or an oil lamp thrown on the ground. 
Again, Animal models cannot start fires.

Dragons who breathe flame may start fires by 
making an attack against a Combat score of 0 to hit 
the scenic item. Make a Flammability roll as normal. 
Unless players agreed beforehand which dragons can 
breathe fire, simply assume that 50% of all dragons 
with the Shooter special rule can do so. Roll a die, 
on a 4+ the dragon breathes fire, on a 3 or less the 
dragon breathes some other noxious substance such 
as poison gas or acid.

Magic-users can start fires by casting a power 1 or 
better spell. Any magic-user type who can cast spells 
as ranged attacks is able to do so. The scenic item to 
be set on fire must be within range, but the magic 
user need not make any combat roll. Summoners and 
Elementalists may also start fires by summoning fire 
elementals.

Fire elementals can start fires simply by touching a 
scenic item. Any item the elemental comes in contact 
with must make a Flammability roll. Note that this is 
a conscious use of their powers and is not automatic 
-- otherwise they’d set on fire any terrain they move 
through. 

Dousing a Fire
Once an item is on fire, it will continue to burn 

unless the weather conditions change or until a model 
tries to douse the flame. 

If it rains, make a Flammability roll per flaming 
item per turn, after both players have acted with their 
models, and if the roll fails the flames go out.

 A magic-using model may cast a Transfix spell on 
the fire (assuming the fire is within range) and the 
fire will resist the spell with its Flammability score. 
If the magic user wins (i.e., he “transfixs” the flame), 
the flames go out; otherwise, the fire just continues 
to burn. An Elementalist gives -1 to Flammability for 
purposes of this roll.

Earth and water elementals can easily douse flames 
by contact. Whenever they move adjacent to a terrain 
on fire, the fire must make a Flammability roll or 
go out. This requires no actions on the part of the 
elemental.

Other models trying to douse a fire with mundane 
means (such as stepping on it, throwing a wet blanket 
on it, splashing water with a bucket, etc.) must 
make Quality rolls (on three dice) against the fire’s 
Flammability rating, also rolled on three dice. If the 
model gets more successes than the fire, the fire goes 
out. 
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Effects of Fire 
Models entering a flaming building, or moving 

through flaming scenic items or terrain, receive a 
Free Hack from the fire. The fire’s Combat score is 
7 minus the item’s Flammability score (example: a 
haystack with a Flammability of 2+ has a Combat 
score of 5 when on fire).

Animal models (including Swarms) and models 
with the Were special rule must make a Quality roll in 
order to move adjacent to any source of fire. Animal 
models and Swarms cannot enter buildings on fire.

Models made of fire such as fire elementals, 
salamanders etc take no damage from fire. They are 
immune to the effects of flames and can move freely 
through fires. They cannot try to douse flames.

Buildings will eventually be destroyed by fire, 
although in the short time of a skirmish scenario this 
is not likely to happen.  As a rule of thumb, roll 3 dice 
at the end of every turn, add the number of turns 
the building has been on fire and subtract the item’s 
Flammability. If the result is 21 or more, the building 
collapses.

Chapter Four: Water 

Rivers
A river running through the battlefield requires the 

players to make tactical decisions. Read the shallow 
and deep waters terrain rules if your scenario includes 
a river. After you place the river on the board, roll 
randomly for the direction of the current. Then roll a 
die, on a 1-3 treat the river as shallow water, on a 5-6 
as deep water. Then roll a die again, on a 6 rapids are 
present.

Any scenario containing a river must also contain 
at least a bridge or a ford. This instantly creates a 
tactical objective (“control of the bridge”) that can 
be rewarded with victory points at the end of the 
scenario (such as “the warband controlling the bridge 
at the end of the scenario receives 5 victory points”).

Shallow Waters
Whenever a model is caught wading in a shallow 

river or water pool, it has -1 on Combat unless it 
has the Amphibious special rule. Falling in shallow 
waters is dangerous – it will take two actions to stand 
up. Recoiling in or out of shallow waters has normal 
effects (i.e., the water terrain doesn’t count as an 
obstacle and the model doesn’t fall).

Deep Waters
If a non-Amphibious model falls in deep water, it 

must try to swim. It takes two activations to move a 
Short distance by swimming (three for a model whose 
movement is already Short). If only one success is 
rolled, the model remains stationary, floating. If the 
model rolls two failures and one success, the model 
stays afloat but the turn passes to the opponent as 
normal.

 If a model rolls three failures while in water, it 
doesn’t move and it starts to drown and it will die in 
2-7 turns (roll a die and add +1, and at the end of 
that time the model is automatically dead). It can be 
rescued  by another swimmer who moves adjacent to 
it, as long as the other swimmer makes his swimming 
roll!

A model should get rid of armor, shields and 
weapons when trying to swim. It takes one action 
to get rid of extra weight before diving in the water. 
His Combat score will be halved for the rest of the 
game (round fractions up) and he will lose the Heavy 
Armor and the Shieldwall rules if he had them. If 
the model doesn’t get rid of armor and weapons, his 
Quality worsens by two points in deep water. Animals 
and other models who do not rely on weapons, but 
use their natural attacks, do not have to do so. The 
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best way to adjudicate this is to look at the model, it 
will be quite obvious when a creature’s Combat score 
depends on equipment. This should be agreed upon 
before the game.

Undead and Artificial beings cannot drown. If they 
are Amphibious they will move normally in the water. 
Otherwise, they will sink and move slowly on the 
bottom (treat as a Slow movement in difficult terrain, 
requiring two actions to perform one Short move).

Examples of Undead and Amphibious models 
include zombies created out of drowned pirates; 
a mage could build a golem or other Artificial 
contraption with sea movement capacity, and that 
would be Artificial and Amphibious model.

Non-Amphibious models fight at -2 in deep waters. 
A model with the Shooter special rule cannot shoot 
out of deep waters.

Spellcasters in deep waters can cast spells only if 
they are Amphibious.

Fords
A Ford, also called a water-crossing, is a place in 

a watercourse that is shallow enough to be crossed 
on foot. It counts as regular terrain with the added 
complication of a 2 in 6 chance of being slippery. Roll 
to check slipperiness when the ford is first crossed 
by a model. If it is slippery, any model making more 
than one movement in a turn through the ford must 
make a Quality roll or fall (at +1 if Acrobat, -2 if Heavy 
Armor).

After one full turn of heavy rains (see weather 
rules), a ford becomes shallow water terrain. Note 
that, if the ford was slippery, it remains slippery!

Boats
For simplicity, boats moving downstream or 

crossing a river will move Medium distance, and Long 
if rapids are present. Upstream movement is Short.

Movement of a boat downstream is automatic and 
doesn’t require any activation on part of the boatman; 
it requires one action to stop a boat or to prevent a 
boat from moving downstream.

Upstream movement requires activations. An 
unmanned boat will always move in the direction of 
the current, and will automatically be destroyed if 
rapids are present.

Hand-to-hand fighting from boats can be dangerous. 
Fallen or Transfixed models are knocked in the water. 
An opponent may purposely jump into a boat trying 
to capsize it (a classic tactic of heavy amphibians like 
River Trolls). When a boat is “full” (i.e. there is no 
physical space for other models on it) and another 
model jumps on it, roll a die. On a 5+, the boat 
capsizes (on a 4+ if the model is Big and on a 3+ if 
he’s Huge). If the boat doesn’t capsize, and there’s no 

space on the boat, just place the assaulting model in 
the water, adjacent to the boat. If the boat capsizes, 
all models fall in the water and are placed adjacent 
to the boat. The models are placed by the controlling 
player in any way he likes as long as they are adjacent 
to the capsized boat.

Models on a boat count as on higher ground against 
swimmers, even if the swimmers are adjacent to the 
boat. If a swimmer manages to knock down a model 
on a boat in hand-to-hand combat, it means he 
dragged the model in the water.

Rapids
A boat going downstream in an area of rapids will 

have Long Movement and must always move its 
maximum, i.e., from one end to the other of the Long 
measuring stick. The boatman may slow down by 
making a Quality roll on three dice: on two successes 
or more the boat slows down to Medium move, on 
two failures or more the boat capsizes at the end of a 
Long Move and the occupants take a Combat 2 Free 
Hack from the fall on the rocks.

An unmanned boat moving on rapids is destroyed. 
There’s a 1 in 6 chance that the unmanned boat 
gets stuck on rocks, still counting as an obstacle. A 
destroyed boat is no longer functional but it can still 
provide cover.

Waterfall
A cave, its entrance protected by a roaring waterfall, 

is a tough challenge for the modeller and an exciting 
scenario for a battle. Models crossing the waterfall 
will have to make a Quality check (at +1 if Big or 
Amphibian, +2 if Huge) or be knocked down by the 
force of the water. Treat models falling down as if 
wading through shallow waters.

 Spell use and missile fire is impossible through 
a waterfall. A Leader’s bonus does not count if 
the Leader is within one Medium distance from a 
waterfall, as the roar of the falling water will cover 
his voice and generally make hard for everyone to 
understand what is going on.

Other Special Battlefield Conditions
Using the weather rules and the special terrain 

rules as guidelines, players can come up with new 
battlefield conditions to add variety to their games. 

Think about scenarios featuring snowslides, 
mudslides, the fragile ice of frozen lakes, woodpiles 
that could be climbed upon but come loose, barrels 
that could be rolled to provide cover or to hamper 
opponents, a battle in a forest full of bear traps... the 
possibilities are endless. 
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Chapter Five: Special Rules

Beastmaster
Beastmaster is a limited version of the Leader special 

rule applying only to Animal models. All friendly 
animal models within one Long distance from the 
Beastmaster have +1 on Quality. If the Beastmaster 
is killed or routed off the table, all friendly Animal 
models are automatically removed from play. Only 
Personalities can have this rule. The +1 Leadership 
Bonus from Leader and from Beastmaster do not 
stack. A Beastmaster enjoys the Leadership bonus 
from a Leader. Animals cannot be Beastmasters 
themselves (if you want to represent a pack leader, 
just give the Leader special rule). The advantage of 
Beastmaster is that it’s cheaper, point-wise, than 
Leader.

Berserk  
A model with the Berserk special rule is taken over by a 
combat frenzy that makes him almost unstoppable in 
combat. A Berserk model will not use ranged combat 
or cast spells, or use any abilities that work from a 
distance like Entangle or Distract. Berserk models 
fight in an individualistic, frenzied style. Berserk 
models cannot be part of a group move unless all 
models in the group have the Berserk special rule.

A Berserk model must always roll three dice for 
activation. Whenever possible a Berserk model must 
move towards the closest enemy model, attacking 
him if he can. If the model fails on all three dice or 
loses a combat (recoiling or beign knocked down), 
the model loses the Berserk ability for the remainder 
of the game.

If a Berserk model moves into hand-to-hand contact 
with an enemy, he gets a +2 to C on the first contact 
and will not have to make any Morale test on the turn 
he contacts the enemy. 
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Burrowing
A model with Burrowing is able to move at great 

speed under the earth, digging through rock, soil 
or sand. The model requires one action to start 
burrowing, in which he digs into the ground. Beginning 
on the model’s next action, the model can move 
underground. Underground movement is always 
Short, regardless of the creature’s land movement.  
The model can burrow under bodies of water such as 
rivers, lakes or bogs only if it is also Amphibian. If a 
non-Amphibian does so, it will drown or get stuck in 
mud (remove it from play). 

No Line of Sight can be traced to or from a 
Burrowing creature, not even by another Burrowing 
creature. The movement of a Burrowing model on the 
battlefield is not secret - the creature is moving close 
to the surface and can be detected by the ripples and 
tremors created on the ground. You can use a small 
coin or a counter to represent a burrower’s movement 
until he surfaces.

Only other Burrowing creatures can attack a 
Burrowing model in hand-to-hand or follow him into 
the burrow as long as he is moving underground. 
No ranged combat is possible between burrowing 
models.

The burrower can come out at any point of the 
battlefield (within his legal movement distance) if it 
makes a Quality roll on one die. If the roll fails, the 
burrower will deviate from its intended point of exit. 
The exact point of exit is decided by the opponent, 
but it must be within one Short distance from the 
originally intended location.

A burrower that comes out from under a model can 
attack him, and doesn’t get any Ambush bonus. 

If a Burrowing model recoils in the first turn after it 
returns to the surface, it is pushed back into its hole 
and must retreat along the same route it followed in. 

Combat Master 
A model with the Combat Master ability can make 

one hand-to-hand attack per action. This means that 
a Combat Master who is adjacent to an enemy may 
roll three activations and make three attacks, or a 
Powerful attack followed by a normal attack. If the 
model is adjacent to more than one figure, attacks 
can be divided as the players sees fit. For example, 
a model adjacent to two enemies could roll three 
actions and perform one Powerful attack on one foe 
and a regular attack on another, or he could roll two 
attacks on one foe and one on the other. 

Only Personalities can be Combat Masters. 

A Combat Master with the Running Blow ability 
may use Running Blow in each of his movements. 
A Combat Master with the Assassin or Lethal rule 
may use it only on one of his attacks (player’s choice, 
but must be declared before rolling the combat die). 
A Savage Combat Master scores Gruesome Kills on 
all his kill results. A Combat Master with Poison or 
Tailslap can apply the effects of these rules in every 
attack he performs.

A  Combat master enjoying an Ambush bonus would 
have the bonus only on his first attack. A Combat 
Master performing a Free Hack gets only one Free 
Hack as per normal rules. A Combat Master enjoys 
the +2 from Berserk or the +1 from Dashing only on 
his first attack.
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Danger Sense
The model has a special sixth sense warning him of 

dangers and sneak attacks a split second before they 
happen. Models attacking a target with Danger Sense 
never enjoy any Ambush bonus. The model has +1 to 
Combat when he is attacked by a trap (see traps in 
SGD).

Dashing
The model receives +1 to his Combat score (in hand-

to-hand combat only) if he attacks in the same turn he 
comes in contact with an enemy. On any other attack, 
his Combat score is unaffected. A model cannot be 
Berserk and Dashing at the same time – the two rules 
represent two variations of the same frenzied combat 
style. 

Desert-Walk
A model with Desert-walk is not restricted in 

movement by desert terrain, including dunes. 
Example of models with this rule include camels and 
desert nomads. See desert, p. 10.

 
Drain

When a creature with this ability hits another 
creature in hand-to-hand combat, it does not kill or 
cause gruesome kills, nor does it cause enemies to fall 
or be knocked back. Creatures hit in hand-to-hand 
combat by a creature with the Drain ability have their 
Quality worsened by 1. If this causes a creature’s 
Quality to reach 7 or higher, it is removed as a 
casualty. Drain has no effect on Undead or Artificial 
creatures. 

Elementalist
An Elementalist is a magic-user subtype. The 

Elementalist cannot cast Transfix spells but can affect 
weather and summon elementals (Elementalist can 
cast Transfix only to douse fires, see Fire, p. 13).

Any warband which includes one or more 
Elementalists may alter the die roll on the weather 
table by one point. For example, if a 3 is rolled, the 
player may turn it into a 2 or a 4 as he sees fit. 

If both warbands include Elementalists, the band 
with the  higher number of Elementalists can alter 
the die roll. If both warbands have the same number 
of Elementalists, their powers cancel each other out 
and noone alters the weather table.

The player of an Elementalist places a part of his 
warband points in a special “elemental summoning 
pool” instead of using them to buy models. The 
points in the pool are doubled, so if the player puts 
there 25 points, he has 50 points to use. The player 
can use them during the game to summon earth, fire, 
air or water elementals with profiles as per B32. 

To summon an elemental, the model must cast 
a spell just like a normal Magic-User, but must 
declare he is trying to summon an Elemental before 
rolling dice. With one success, the creature appears 
within Short distance from the Elementalist. With 
two successes the creature appears within Medium 
distance, and with three successes, the creature 
appears within Long distance. In all cases, the cost 
for the creature must be paid by the player with the 
points in the pool. If there are insufficient “funds” in 
the pool, the creature cannot be summoned.

If the Elementalist is adjacent to a body of water, he 
will be at +1 on Quality for any attempt to summon a 
water elemental. If the Elementalist is within Short 
distance of lava or a fire (including a burning house 
or scenic item), he will be at +1 to summon a fire 
elemental.

The Elementalist cannot summon any elementals 
if he is indoors (e.g., in a dungeon).

The creature will be stunned by the summoning 
for a few seconds, so it has -1 on its Quality rolls in 
turn it is summoned. After that, it can act normally,  
and is controlled by the player who controls the 
Elementalist.

If the Elementalist dies, any elemental he 
summoned will immediately disappear.

If the Elementalist rolls three failures on his 
Summoning spell roll, he is out of power as per 
normal Magic-User rules. 

Elementalist is a variant of the Magic-User rule – a 
model cannot be an Elementalist and a Magic-User 
(or any other magic-user variant) at the same time. 
An Elementalist is a Personality model.
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Giant Slayer
The model is trained to fight against creatures 

larger than himself. This special rule negates a bigger 
creature’s hand-to-hand bonus against him. In other 
words, regardless of the model’s size, Big or Huge 
creatures have no bonus in hand-to-hand combat 
against him. Huge creatures cannot have the Giant 
Slayer special rule, as technically there is no-one 
larger than them.

Group Fighter
The model is trained to fight against multiple 

opponents. This ability sets off ONE point of penalty 
from  being outnumbered. For example, a model with 
this ability in hand to hand with three enemies has -1, 
and not -2 as per normal rules, on his Combat score. 
Only Personalities can have this rule.

Hatred
The model hates some class or race of creatures and 

gets +1 to any hand-to-hand attacks made against 
them. Example includes Hatred of Goblins, of Elves, 
of Dwarves, of Paladins, Undead, Artificial beings, 
etc. If a model is adjacent to more than one creature 
and one is the subject of his Hatred, the model must 
attack the hated creature – he cannot attack the other 
creatures until he has dealt with the hated one. A 
model can hate only ONE class of creatures. 

Mountaineer
The movement of a model with the Mountaineer 

rule is not reduced when moving uphill. 

Running Blow
A model with the Running Blow special rule is able 

to hit an enemy while moving and doesn’t have to stop 
when it enters in hand-to-hand combat with a  foe. To 
perform a Running Blow, place the measuring stick on 
the tabletop in a way that a point of the model’s path 
is adjacent to its target. Move the model up to that 
point and perform the attack as normal. If the model 
wins the combat, no matter what happens to the foe, 
the model is moved to the end of the stick without 
having to disengage or suffering any Free Hacks. If 
the opponent is knocked down, he is knocked down 
exactly where he is at the moment of attack.

A model with Running Blow can still make only one 
attack per turn – if his movement brings the model in 
contact with another enemy after the first, the model’s 
movement stops there, adjacent to the new enemy.

A model with Running Blow and Combat Master 
may perform multiple attacks along his path. See 
Combat Master, above.

Sharpshooter
The model is specialized in ranged weapons at the 

expense of his close combat weapon training. The 
model has +1 to any ranged attack, including spells 
used as ranged attacks, but has -1 in any hand-to-hand 
combat. Example: a C2 wood elf yeoman, trained 
as a Sharpshooter, would be C3 when attacking in 
ranged combat and C1 when fighting hand-to-hand. 
Use the basic unmodified Combat value when the 
model is attacked by a ranged attack.

Shieldwall
This rule can be given only to foot models 

appropriately equipped with a shield. Models with 
this Special Rule may form up a Shieldwall as a group 
action. See Shieldwall rules on p.20.

Snow-Walk
A model with this rule is immune to the effects of 

snow-covered terrain. His movement is not reduced 
by snow and he need not roll to keep his footing on 
slippery ice. He spends only one action, not two, 
to stand up after being knocked down on a snow-
covered terrain. 

Standard Bearer
A single model per warband can be given this rule. 

The model must be equipped with a banner, standard, 
flag or any other signalling device. See the“Rallying 
around the Flag” rules on p. 20.

Swamp-Walk
The movement of a model with the Swamp-Walk 

ability is not reduced by swamp terrain. Models with 
this ability can also recognize quicksand areas before 
stepping into them -- see quicksand, p.11.
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Chapter Six: Special situations

New Group Action: Shieldwall

All adjacent models with the Shieldwall special rule 
may enter a Shieldwall as a group action. A group 
in Shieldwall has its move reduced by one category 
(for example, from Medium to Short) but gains the 
Heavy Armor rule. This bonus is immediately lost 
if any model in the group fails a Morale roll. When 
a model who is part of the Shieldwall is Fallen or 
Transfixed, he doesn’t enjoy the Shieldwall bonus 
anymore; anyway, the models close to him have the 
option to “close up” and protect him as a free action -- 
move the fallen or transfixed model at the back of the 
Shieldwall and tighten the models so the space left 
by the Fallen/Transfixed model is occupied by active 
members of the Shieldwall. If the Fallen/Transfixed 
model regains his feet or breaks the spell, he can 
move normally in his next activation and rejoin the 
Shieldwall formation.

Only foot models may use a Shieldwall (i.e., a 
Shieldwall cannot be attempted by flying or mounted 
troops). Players should give the Shieldwall special 
ability only to models equipped with appropriate 
shields. Models must be of the same size and have 
shields of roughly the same size. 

Rally Around the Flag
One model in a warband (not necessarily a Leader) 

can be chosen as the warband’s flag carrier or 
standard bearer. A “standard” may be a different 
item depending on the nature of the warband – a war 
totem for goblins, the head of an enemy on a pike, a 
sashimono for a samurai, etc. The only thing that’s 
important is that the flag-bearer is easy to identify on 
the battlefield, and is carrying some kind of signalling 
device, flag or standard.

The flag bearer has -1 on C because of the extra 
difficulty of carrying the standard. He may opt to 
drop the standard (as a free action) at any moment. A 
dropped standard can be picked up by any model by 
spending one action adjacent to the standard. 

The advantage of having a standard is that once per 
battle, when a Morale roll is called for, models may 
run towards the flag instead of running to the closest 
safe board edge. This works only once. This can also 
be attempted as a special case of the Regroup group 
action: models in the Regroup must end the move 
with their bases adjacent to the flag bearer if there is 
space, or to another model adjacent to the flag bearer 
if there’s not enough space around the flag itself.

This will work only once per game, no matter how 
many times your flag is dropped and your warriors 
pick it up again. 

If the flag bearer is routed off the table, he is assumed 
to drop the flag at the beginning of its movement. 
If he was at the table edge at the beginning of his 
movement, the flag is dropped there (i.e., the flag 
remains in play).

Undead models that fail a Morale roll will benefit 
from Rallying Around the Flag. They can regroup 
around the flag instead of being destroyed by the 
Morale failure. The standard is magical or contains 
some kind of focus material that helps their unholy 
energies stay together.

There’s a downside to having a flag. If the flag is 
captured by opponents, all members in the warband 
must make a Morale roll. Artificial models, Undead 
models, or models with Berserk or Hatred of the 
opponent, need not make this roll.
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Chapter Seven: Scenarios

This is a scenario for two warbands built on 300 to 
500 points.

The scenario takes place around a circle of standing 
stones (like Stonehenge, but smaller). The defending 
Warband must contain at least one Magic-User (and 
it may spend up to 50% of its point total on magic-
using models, including variants such as Summoner 
or Necromancer). The defender’s goal is to perform  
the Song of the Ancient Ones, a magical ritual to 
summon a powerful extra-dimensional creature 
(angel or demon as appropriate to the warband). 
The attacker’s goal is to disrupt the ritual or at least 
kill the opponent’s magic-users before the extra-
dimensional being is summoned.

The standing stones can be modeled in polystyrene, 
painted and covered with a little dark green flock here 
and there to simulate moss. Alternatively, you can 
pick up a few good looking stones from the garden 
and just use them as they are. You will need seven 
stones, arranged in a circle on a standard square 
gaming table. The stones should be at least one 
Long from the center of the board and they should 
be arranged in a circle as per the illustration on this 
page.

Inside the stones, there is a pentagram where 
the summoned entity is supposed to appear. 
The pentagram has a one Short radius. It can be 
represented with a piece of cardboard covered with 
magical inscriptions. A dedicated modeller could 
easily sculpt a small altar, skulls and candles with 
putty. In any case, the alter should not count as an 
Obstacle.

Initial Deployment
The defender must place his magic-using models so 

that they are adjacent to the magical circle. No model 
may be placed inside the circle. Actually, if any model 
goes inside the circle, the ritual is interrupted and 
must be started anew (see the ritual, below). Then 
the defender deploys 50% of his remaining models 
(rounded up) anywhere on the battlefield, but not 
closer than one Long to any board edge.

The attacker places his models anywhere on the 
board’s edges. He can place all of them on the same 
side or split them any way he sees fit.

After the attacker has deployed, the defender places 
his remaining models anywhere on the board, but 
not closer than one Medium to any enemy model.

Let the Battle Commence
Players dice for initiative. The high roller decides 

whether he wants to go first or let the opponent do 
so.

The Ritual
To perform the ritual, the magic circle must first 

be charged with energy. Any number of magic users 
adjacent to the circle can cooperate in charging the 
circle. To charge it, they must stack nine Quality 
successes. When nine successes are stacked, the 
circle is charged and any successfully cast spell will 
summon the Ancient One (see below).

Example of stacking: on turn one, a magic user 
opts to roll three dice and gets three successes, 
adding three points to his stack. This counts as spell 
casting attempt and may exhaust the magic user’s 
supply of spell casting power if he rolls three failures 
(see magical failures in the SBH rulebook).

Then in a later turn, the magic user may be 
activated again, this time the player is more cautious 
and decides to roll two dice. One die is a success, so 
the circle receives another point of magical energy.

To remember how many energy points are on the 
circle, place dice or cardboard counters on the circle.

Song of the Ancient Ones
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Whenever a creature steps inside the circle 
(including models recoiling from combat), subtract 
one point from the magical charge. Flying models 
move over the circle with no effect – they subtract 
one point of energy only if they land on the circle.

When the circle is fully charged, any magic-using 
model in the defending warband may make a Quality 
roll to summon the Ancient One. If the Quality roll 
fails, the circle loses one point of charge. If the Quality 
roll succeeds, a random creature from the following 
table appears under the control of the defender:

Ancient One Summoning Table
1 Minor Ancient One, Q4+, C3, Flying

� Minor Ancient One, Q3+, C4, Flying, 

3 Medium Power Ancient One, Q3+, 
C4, Flying,Terror

4 Medium Power Ancient One, Q3+, 
C4, Flying,Terror, Tough 

5 Major Ancient One, Q2+, C4, 
Flying,Terror, Tough, Leader, Long 
Move

6 Major Ancient One, Q2+, C4, 
Flying,Terror, Tough, Magic-User

The circle’s energy charge goes immediately to zero 
when a creature is successfully summoned. 

Any number of creatures can potentially be 
summoned in this scenario. All  summoned creatures 
disappear immediately if all the standing stones are 
toppled.

The summoned creatures are Evil if the defending 
warband includes any Evil model. Any summoned 
creature has a 2 in 6 chance of being an Undead if the 
summoner’s warband includes any Undead models.

The summoned creature can be deployed anywhere 
on the board but not closer than 1M from any model 
in the opponent’s warband. The summoned creature 
activates normally on the summoner’s turn, as if it 
were part of his warband.

Using Magic to Prevent the Summoning
Magic using models in the attacking warband may 

cast a spell to reduce the energy stack in the circle. 
They can cancel one point of magical energy with two 
successes. This counts as spellcasting and is subject 
to the same limitations and rules of spellcasting.

Toppling the Standing Stones
The standing stones can be toppled by models 

pushing them. Use the rules for bashing though heavy 
locked doors (see SGD, p.16)

Any model standing opposite a toppled standing 
stone has a 3 in 6 chance of being hit by the collapsing 
menhir. The model must make a Quality roll, at +2 
if Acrobat and/or Flying, at +1 if he has the Free 
Disengage rule. If the roll fails, the model is crushed 
by the toppled stone. If all the stones in the circle are 
toppled, all summoned creatures disappear and a 
burst of magical energy hits any magic using model 
on the battlefield. Treat as a Free Hack with Combat 
3. Toppling the stones does not reduce the circle’s 
charge, if any.

Victory Conditions
The defender receives 5 points if the summoning 

is successful, +1 point per 25 points of defeated 
opponents.

The attacker receives 2 points if the ritual is not 
performed, +1 point per every toppled stone, +1 
point per 25 points of defeated opponents (including 
summoned creatures).
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Tents
Tents count as soft cover (-1 to ranged attacks) but 

they are flammable. A model can set fire to a tent by 
picking up a flaming log or branch from the fire and 
throwing it on the tent. The model must be within 
Short distance from the tent to do so. 

Roll a die, on a 4+ the tent catches fire. When a tent 
catches fire, all models inside take one attack at C3 
which ignores the effects of Heavy Armor. The tent 
will continue to burn until a model rolls two failures 
on an activation roll. When that happens, the tent is 
completely destroyed and the scenic item is removed 
from the tabletop.

A flaming tent still counts as cover and blocks 
line of sight for purposes of ranged attacks and 
spellcasting.

Weres and Animals are afraid of fire and must 
make a Quality roll to pick up a flaming branch or 
move adjacent to a flaming tent or a fire. If the roll 
is not passed, the model hesitates and wastes an 
action. A Were or Animal inside a flaming tent must 
immediately make a Morale roll.

Victory Conditions
The defender receives 1 victory point per 25 points 

of defeated opponents.
The attacker receives 1 point for 20 points of 

defeated opponents.

Howl of the Werewolf
This scenario takes place on a moor. The defending 

warband has camped around a fire. The camp can 
be represented by a couple of tents modeled with 
paper. The defender sets up the terrain. In addition 
to the tents, the defender places up to three small 
obstacles like boulders or tree trunks, anywhere on 
the board. Obstacles should be bigger than a standard 
model’s base but smaller than one Short move. If 
the defender’s warband includes mounted troops 
or Animal models, one of the obstacles should be a 
stockade for the mounts or animals.

Unknown to the defending warband, the area is the 
hunting grounds of a pack of weres (the attacking 
warband). But there’s more. The weres are being 
followed by a group of werewolf hunters from a nearby 
village, so the defender may receive reinforcements 
later in the game.

Objectives
The defender’s goal is to survive and possibly to 

drive off the weres. The attacker’s goal is to eat up 
as many models they can and run away before the 
hunters arrive, or failing that, try to eat the hunters 
too!

Designing the Warbands
The defending warband is built on 300 points, the 

weres on 600 points, and the hunters on 200 points. 
The hunters are designed and controlled by the 
defending player and at least one model must have 
the “Lethal vs Were” special rule. This will represent 
a were-hunting specialist that leads or trains the 
other hunters.

At least half of the models in the were warband 
must have the Were special rule (see SGD, p. 10). The 
players should design their warbands secretly and 
reveal their profiles when deploying the models.

Initial Deployment
The defender must place his models adjacent to the 

tents or the fire. One or two models may be placed up 
to one Long distance away from the tents if the player 
so wishes.

The attacker places his models anywhere on the 
board’s edges. He can place all of them on the same 
side or split them any way he sees fit.

Players dice for initiative. The high roller decides 
whether he wants to go first or let the opponent do 
so.
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APPENDIX A
FAQ and Rulings

Wargaming is not an exact science. The more games 
played, the more odd “uncharted” situations pop up. 
Reading through these FAQs and rulings will surely 
clarify a few difficult bits that may come up during 
your games.

 
Suppose I move a unit next to an enemy, but there 
are no actions left to fight him. When the enemy’s 
turn comes, can he freely move away, or do they 
count as “engaged” ?(because they have not fought 
yet). 

If you move adjacent to an enemy you automatically 
engage him even if you don’t roll an attack. Adjacent 
models are still fighting even if you don’t have actions 
left – they are just unable to give a telling blow now, 
but nevertheless they are dodging, swinging swords, 
clawing and biting, studying the opponent, etc. The 
only case when this is not true is when the adjacent 
enemy is Transfixed.

Suppose the defender waits for the attacker to 
advance. When the attacker’s models come close 
enough, the defender does a gruesome kill on one 
of them. Now, models that fail morale should rout 
towards the closest edge of the table, but this means 
routing towards the enemy. They will all die for 
sure, because there is no way you can rout towards 
the enemy AND stay away one Short move from his 
models!

You run towards the next SAFE closest board edge. 
If the situation is such that running to the closest 
edge would kill you, you can opt to flee towards the 
next closest, and then if the same situation arises, the 
next closest again. If any movement you do would 
bring you within short reach of an active opponent, 
then you are surrounded and you die.

Does an ogre or similar Big figure get +1 in combat 
with a mounted figure (like a heavy cavalryman)? 

Yes. The Big figure gets +1 for being Big 
(assuming that the mounted figure is not Big!) 
and the mounted figure gets +1 for being a 
mounted versus a non-mounted opponent. 

If a Tough model receives what would be a killing 
blow (his score is doubled by his opponent), and 
the opponent also rolls an even number, the Tough 
model’s Quality rating goes up by 1. But does he also 
fall?

No.
However, when a Tough model is already fallen 

and receives the killing blow, his quality goes +1 but 
he STAYS down, right ?(he has to spend an action to 
get up when his turn comes). 

Yes, he stays down. 

This means that if the enemies gang up on the fallen 
tough guy, they can keep beating him and reduce his 
quality more than once in the same turn, right ? 

Yes, he is reduced by any “kill” taken in any turn. 

The Swarm rule states that “A complete Swarm is 
represented by  several swarm bases.” Is it intended 
that you pay the listed point value per base, and 
then group them together? Or do you just decide 
arbitrarily how many bases will make up the 
complete Swarm, and pay the listed points for the 
Swarm? 

You pay the listed points for every base and then 
group them together. Swarm models count as Animal 
models. In SBH a single model usually represents a 
single person or creature. However, a Swarm “base” 
represents tens or even thousands of creatures. The 
point value given in the army lists represents the cost 
of one Swarm base. A complete swarm must include 
at least two bases when deployed, which function 
together as a unit as detailed in the Swarm rule.

Can Animal models benefit from leadership (+1 
to Quality and ability to perform group moves)? 
These are fantasy version of real world animals and 
therefore they benefit from leadership (the Leader 
may have a magic whistle, uncanny control powers, 
and so on). Animals cannot be on the board without 
some intelligent beings to lead them, in fact they 
run away automatically when the last non-animal in 
their warband is slain. They do not gain experience 
in Campaigns.

A model with Heavy Armor has fallen, and is 
beaten by 1 in the next attack. Is it killed, or does the 
heavy armor turn the attack? 

It is killed. Falling represents an opening in the 
creature’s defenses – thus making it easy for an 
attacker to dispatch the weakened/fallen/wounded 
foe regardless of any armor.

Can Animal models pick up treasure? 
The way animals pick up treasure is described in 

Song of Gold and Darkness (basically: no, but a 
human can load treasure on them). Animals cannot 
pick up magic items. 

Do Animal models take Morale tests ?
Yes. A bear with a woodland warband would be 

intelligent enough to understand when his masters 
are on the ground dead, and a war hound would flee 
if the soldiers who brought it to battle are down or 
running away.
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Can Animal models have the Shooter special rule? 
It depends on the animal. A giant porcupine able 

to shoot quills (clearly a fantasy version of the real 
world animal) would have Shooter-Short. Clearly no 
normal animal should be able to pick up a bow or fire 
a flintlock.

Suppose that a gruesome death causes a Morale 
check for all friendly models within Long Range. One 
of the models is a Leader, who fails twice and must 
flee towards the nearest table edge. The Leader is in 
base-to-base contact with three enemy models, who 
each gets a free hack and kills said Leader- causing 
a second morale check for the same side but for the 
entire warband. Should we finish the first Morale 
check (gruesome death) and then test for the second 
(Leader killed), or is there a limit to how many 
Morale checks one should have to test for in a turn? 

What you describe generally ends a game and it is 
called a “cascading Morale effect” in Song of Blades 
jargon. Finish checking for the gruesome death and 
then check for Leader loss. There’s no limit to how 
many Morale checks a model can make in a turn.

If the movement mandated by the Morale test (one 
or two failures) takes a model off the edge of the 
table, does the model leave play or stop at the edge?  
Models who move off the edge of the table are 
instantly removed from play. In campaign play, they 
can be used again in the following game. After all they 
didn’t die, they just ran away!

Suppose I move a Lich (with Terror special rule) 
next to two opponents, but without fighting them. 
Do they have to roll Morale? 

Yes, the Morale test for Terror is made immediately 
when the  Terror causing model moves into contact 
with its target.

In the example above, suppose the Lich has rolled 
three successes.  Can I use 1 action to move next to 
one opponent, then if he flees, use another action 
to go next to another, if he flees then go next to a 
third? 

Yes, in the same way that you could move next to 
someone, make an attack and if you kill him then move 
away to contact another target. The only limitation is 
that you can make a single attack in a turn, but if the 
actions allow you to contact multiple opponents you 
can “scare off” multiple targets.

Does every model have to activated (even through 
multiple turns) before a model may be activated 
again? Example: A dwarven warrior and five of 
the six other figures in his warband are activated 
during Initiative. In their next Initiative can only 
the one dwarf be activated or can any of them be?  

No, each turn you can activate whichever models 
you like, in any order you like. Activation retains no 
memory of the models activated. There is never a 
memory effect in SBH, bar the occasional things that 
require marking the model (Transfix effects, Quality 
loss for Poison and wounds on Tough models). 
Anything else happens when it happens, and that’s it. 

If Q2+ troops have a leader within 
long range do they benefit from the +1 to 
Quality rolls, so automatically succeeding ?  
No, a roll of 1 on a Quality roll is always a failure. There 
is only one case of automatic success in Activation 
rolls, and that is covered by the Hero special rule.

 
A player has a group of Zombies (Q:6) and a Zombie 
Lord (Q:5) and tries to give group move orders to 
the zombies. He comes up with one success and two 
failures. This should mean a turn-over but if he gives 
the group move order to the zombies, would they 
then be able to move as a group for this round or in 
the next round?

Do you place an “order counter” on the unit; thus 
allowing them to activate as a group in the next 
round? OR You just don’t give order if you have a 
“turn-over”, as this action would be wasted. 

If the Leader rolled only one action and two failures, 
and uses it to give a group move order, the action is 
wasted since play has to pass to the other player and 
the zombies do not get to roll to activate. 

What happens if I order a group to attack a 
creature with Terror? Do the group members test 
individually against Terror?

Yes, they test individually.

Rosters
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Ape Men
Ape-man Warrior

Points 3� Quality  3+ Combat 2

Special rules: Forester, Clinging

Ape Man Skirmisher (throwing rocks)

Points 36 Quality 3+ Combat 2

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Shooter 
(Short)

Ape Man Alpha Male

Points 44 Quality 3+ Combat 2

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Dashing, Big

Ape Man Shaman

Points 39 Quality 4+ Combat 1

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Magic-User

Ape Man Berserker

Points 50 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Berserk

Ape Man King

Points 78 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Big, Leader

Ape Man Royal Guard

Points 36 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Big

Avatar of the Ape God (50 ft gorilla monster)

Points 132 Quality 3+ Combat 5

Special rules: Forester, Clinging, Tough, Huge, 
Terror

The Silva (plant men)

Silva Urticans

Points �0 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Slow, Poison

Silva Sagittans

Points 14 Quality 5+ Combat 3

Special rules: Short Move, Slow, Shooter Short, 
Poison, Opportunistic

Magna Silva

Points 63 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Leader, Big, Opportunistic

Silva Timenda

Points 89 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Assassin, Tough, Huge, 
Opportunistic

Silva Subterranea

Points 65 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Burrowing, Opportunistic, 
Entangle

Silva Fragrantissima

Points 48 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Assassin, Slow, Distract

Silva Praeternaturalis

Points 29 Quality 4+ Combat 1

Special rules: Slow, Magic-User, Opportunistic

Umbra Silvestris

Points 33 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Slow, Stealth, Opportunistic
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Catoblepas (swamp monster with long neck and 
killing gaze weapon)

Points 27 Quality  5+ Combat 2

Special rules : Shooter (Short), Assassin, Animal, 
Swamp Walk

Chimera (three-headed, firebreathing winged 
monster)

Points 60 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Shooter (Long), Flying, Group 
Fighter

Cyclops (one eyed giant throwing boulders)

Points 66 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Huge, Long Move, Shooter (Long), 
Mountaineer

Dark Pegasus (demonic winged horse)

Points 76 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Flying, Big, Long Move, Evil

Dark Unicorn

Points 96 Quality  3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Dashing, Long Move, Necromancer, 
Evil

Harpy

Points 48 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Flying, Distract

Hippogryph

Points �0 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Flying, Acrobat, Long Move, 
Animal

Griffin

Points 70 Quality  3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Flying, Long Move, Lethal vs 
Mounted, Animal

Ki-Rin (Asian myth flying Unicorn)

Points 96 Quality  3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Dashing, Flying, Long Move, Magic 
Resistant

Lamia (goat-bodied vampire woman)

Points 57 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Long Move, Distract, Greedy, 
Drain

Manticore (winged, scorpion-tailed lion)

Points 72 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Big, Flying, Poison

Shooting Manticore

Points �0 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Flying, Poison, Big, Shooter 
Medium

Pegasus (winged horse)

Points 76 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Flying, Big, Long Move

River Troll

Points 54 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Big, Tough, Amphibious, Slow

Tree-Man

Points 57 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules : Huge, Slow, Forester, Tough

Yeti

Points 42 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules : Big, Snow-walk. Mountaineer

Yeti Clan Leader

Points 86 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Big, Snow-walk, Mountaineer, 
Tough

Sasquatch

Points 59 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Big, Savage, Forester, Tough

Zombie Sasquatch

Points 39 Quality 5+ Combat 4

Special rules: Big, Savage, Undead, Tough, Slow

Zombie Manticore (winged but unable to fly)

Points 29 Quality 5+ Combat 5

Special rules: Undead, Big, Poison, Slow

Mountain Hydra (seven-headed dragon)

Points 100 Quality 3+ Combat 5

Special rules: Mountaineer, Group Fighter, 
Tough, Huge

Forest Hydra (seven-headed dragon)

Points 114 Quality 3+ Combat 5

Special rules: Forester, Group Fighter, Tough, 
Huge, Tailslap, Poison

Landwyrm (giant worm)

Points 81 Quality 4+ Combat 5

Special rules: Burrower, Tough, Huge, Heavy 
Armor

Wild Monsters
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Nymphs
Oread (mountain nymph)

Points 3� Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Snow walk, Heavy Armor, 
Mountaineer

Nereid (saltwater nymph)

Points 45 Quality 2+ Combat 0

Special rules: Distract, Amphibious, Coward

Naiad (freshwater nymph)

Points 50 Quality 2+ Combat 0

Special rules: Distract, Amphibious

Dryad (tree nymph)

Points 50 Quality 3+ Combat 2

Special rules: Distract, Forester

Hamadryad (oak tree nymph)

Points 60 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Distract, Forester

Sylph (air nymph)

Points 60 Quality 3+ Combat 1

Special rules: Distract, Flying, Free Disengage

Desert Nomads
Desert Nomad (spear/sword and shield)

Points 36 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Desert Walk

Desert Nomad Camel rider (spear)

Points 51 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Mounted, Desert Walk, Long Move

Desert Nomad Cavalry (horse and sword)

Points 62 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Long Move, Mounted

Desert Nomad mounted archer (camel, bow)

Points 62 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Desert walk, Long Move, Mounted, 
Shooter (Long)

Desert Nomad mounted archer leader

Points 112 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Desert walk, Long Move, Mounted, 
Shooter (Long), Leader

Desert Nomad Djinn

Points 104 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Flying, Magic-User, Teleport

Dinosaurs
Ankylosaurus

Points 65 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Animal, Big, Heavy Armor, Tailslap, 
Tough

Apatosaurus

Points 35 Quality 5+ Combat 3

Special rules: Animal, Huge, Heavy Armor, 
Tailslap, Tough, Slow

Carnotaurus

Points 85 Quality 4+ Combat 5

Special rules: Long Move, Animal, Tailslap, Huge, 
Tough, Savage

Deinonychus (Velociraptor)

Points 66 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Long Move, Animal, Running Blow, 
Savage

Pteranodon

Points �0 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Long Move, Flying, Animal, 
Running Blow

Tryceratops

Points 72 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Big, Long Move, Slow, Heavy 
Armor, Tough, Dashing, Animal

Tyrannosaurus

Points 110 Quality 4+ Combat 5

Special rules: Long Move, Animal, Tailslap, Huge, 
Savage, Tough, Terror

Zombie Tyrannosaurus

Points 25 Quality 6+ Combat 5

Special rules: Slow, Undead, Tailslap, Huge, 
Savage, Tough, Terror

Skeleton Tyrannosaurus

Points 89 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Undead, Long Move, Tailslap, 
Huge, Savage, Tough

Skeleton Deinonychus (Velociraptor)

Points 78 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Long Move, Undead, Running 
Blow, Savage
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Frogfolk
Frogfolk Tribal Elder

Points 72 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Amphibious, Leader, Savage

Frogfolk Questor

Points 76 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Amphibious, Hero

Frogfolk Shaman

Points 36 Quality 3+ Combat 1

Special rules: Amphibious, Magic-User, Slow

Frogfolk Reed Bearer (Standard Bearer)

Points 24 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Amphibious, Fearless, Standard 
Bearer

Frogfolk Salamander Rider

Points 56 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Amphibious, Mounted, Big, Long 
Move, Slow

Spirit of the Frogfolk (Giant Frogmonster)

Points 77 Quality 4+ Combat 5

Special rules: Amphibious, Tough, Huge, 
Steadfast

Frogfolk Warrior (sword and shield)

Points 36 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Amphibious

Frogfolk Spearman (spear)

Points 3� Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Amphibious, Acrobat

Frogfolk Archer (bow)

Points 30 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Amphibious, Shooter Long

Frogfolk Blowpiper (blowpipe)

Points Quality 2+ Combat 1

Special rules: Amphibious, Shooter Short, Poison, 
Stealth

Frogfolk Berserker

Points 42 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Amphibious, Savage

Frogfolk Drummer

Points 46 Quality 3+ Combat 1

Special rules: Amphibious, Leader

Frogfolk Veteran

Points 90 Quality 3+ Combat 2

Special rules: Amphibious, Leader, Tough, 
Shooter (Short)

Frogfolk Shell Crusher

Points 26 Quality 5+ Combat 4

Special rules: Amphibious, Savage

Zombie Frogfolk 

Points 21 Quality 5+ Combat 4

Special rules: Amphibious, Savage, Undead, Slow, 
Short Move

Frogfolk Summoner

Points 42 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Amphibious, Summoner

Frogfolk  Rogue (hand weapon)

Points 3� Quality 3+ Combat 2

Special rules: Amphibious, Stealth, Traps

Frogfolk Adventurer (bow and sword)

Points 56 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Amphibious, Acrobat, Shooter 
Long

Kuhrr-Mitt, Frogfolk Legendary Hero

Points 148 Quality 2+ Combat 4

Special rules: Amphibious, Hero, Combat Master, 
Running Blow, Acrobat

Frogfolk Lizardman Hunter (sword and shield)

Points 42 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Amphibious, Lethal vs Lizardmen
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Nemesis Goblins

Pigsnout Orc Warrior (sword or axe)

Points 27 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Swampwalk

Pigsnout Orc Warrior (two-handed axe or sword)

Points 39 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Swampwalk, Savage

Pigsnout Orc Warrior (heavy javelin)

Points 33 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Swampwalk, Shooter (Medium)

Pigsnout Orc Dwarf-smasher (two-handed flail)

Points 39 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Swampwalk, Lethal vs Dwarves

Pigsnout Orc Leader (sword or axe)

Points 92 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Swampwalk, Savage, Leader, Heavy 
Armor

Pigsnout Orc Standard Bearer

Points 39 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Swampwalk, Standard bearer, 
Heavy Armor

Pigsnout Orc Shaman

Points 42 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Swampwalk, Sorcerer or Magic-
User

Pigsnout Orc Elite Warrior

Points 3� Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Swampwalk, Steadfast

Pigsnout Orc Axe Champion

Points 72 Quality 3+ Combat 4

Special rules: Swampwalk, Savage, Combat 
Master

Pigsnout Orc Berserker

Points 44 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Swampwalk, Berserk

Pigsnout Orc Giant Boar Rider

Points 44 Quality 4+ Combat 4

Special rules: Swampwalk, Mounted

Pigsnout Orc Clan 

Nemesis Goblin Leader with Standard

Points  90 Quality 3+ Combat 3

Special rules: Leader, Standard Bearer, Evil, 
Assassin

Nemesis Goblin Gnomeslayer (cleavers or curved 
blades)

Points  24 Quality 4+ Combat 2

Special rules: Savage, Evil, Lethal vs. Gnomes

Nemesis Goblin Elfslayer (bow, poisoned 
arrows)

Points  �3 Quality 4+ Combat 1

Special rules: Shooter (medium), Poison, Evil, 
Lethal vs. Elves

Nemesis Goblin Mageslayer (spear laced with 
magebane poison)

Points  3� Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Evil, Steadfast, Lethal vs. Mages

Nemesis Goblin Dwarfskinners (axe or mace)

Points  3� Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Evil, Steadfast, Lethal vs. Dwarves

Nemesis Goblin Halflingslayer (flail)

Points  �0 Quality 4+ Combat 3

Special rules: Evil, Lethal vs. Halflings
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Ganesha Games presents:

Mutants and 
Death Ray Guns

After 200 years of war with nuclear and biochemical 
weapons, new races compete for supremacy over a 
scorched Earth. Pit your band of mutant humanoids, 
mutated plants, robots, androids, mutated animals 
and the zombie-like Wretched against the dangers of 
the post-holocaust world. Collect artifacts, find food, 
fight over the scarce resources of uncontaminated 
water. MDRG is a set of fast-playing, campaign-based 
miniature rules based on the popular Song of Blades 
and Heroes mechanics. 

Note: this is a complete,  stand alone product. 
Purchase of Song of Blades is not necessary.

AVAILABLE NOW

Familiars
The RPG of magical pets
In a world where magic is a crime punishable with 

death, magic-users entrust their pets with their secrets 
-- and their own lives. Play a cat who walks through 
walls, a toad who can turn invisible, a raven who can 
call rain... Familiars is a simple, fast, role playing 
game that lets you play a magical animal working for 
a powerful wizard. Choose from:14 playable character 
types (bats, cats, dogs, ravens, doves, homunculi, 
lizards, magpies, mice, owls, rabbits, shrews, snakes, 
toads); Select from: 40 magic powers;

This book also contains a beginning adventure that 
can be the springboard of your first campaign.

Read the reviews and buy the $5 PDF on the 
Familiars blog: http://familiarsrpg.blogspot.com

Buy the book on: www.lulu.com/songofblades

FREE HACK
FREE HACK is an irregular, free pdf publication 

entirely devoted to Ganesha Games products. It 
features scenarios, FAQs, variant rules, designer 
notes and more. Download it from www.lulu.com/
songofblades or from the online shops selling 
Ganesha Games products.

Song of Arthur and Merlin
This supplement for Song of Blades and Heroes 

will bring both Arthurian myth and history to your 
tabletop. Written by Daniel Mersey, illustrated by 
Andrea Sfiligoi. 

Available: December 2008

New Games in development:

Fear and Faith
Monsters from mankind’s worst nightmares come alive in this 

set of  fast playing horror miniature rules based on the popular 
Song of Blades mechanics. Fight vampires, ghosts, werewolves, 
witches and other bloodcurdling  monstrosities right out of 
folklore books and horror movies.

Note: this is a complete, stand alone product. Purchase of 
Song of Blades is not necessary.

Mighty Monsters
A set of fast-playing giant monster combat rules in the tradition 

of the Japanese Kaiju Eiga (giant monster movies). Create your 
colossal monsters and stomp the city,  tear down buildings, 
destroy whole armies with your radioactive breath. Mighty 
Monsters includes rules for monster types such as Blobs, Giant 
robots, Giant Tokusatsu Heroes and Alien Invasion Forces, and 
enough pre-designed monsters to start playing immediately. You 
can even play the Army!

Note: This is a stand alone product based on the Song of 
Blades engine. Purchase of Song of Blades and Heroes is not 
necessary.

Assault on Neo Tokyo
The first expansion for Mutants and Death Ray Guns will 

feature many new character types, new weapons, vehicle rules and 
much more. Play Evolved Apes, Aliens, Cyber-Ninjas, Zomborgs, 
Intelligent Velociraptors, Bikers, Neo-Ancients, Cybersamurai. 
Note: this is a supplement for Mutants and Death Ray Guns.

ADRENALINE
Multiplayer Combat Game

Action scenes from the most spectacular blockbusters come 
alive in this combat game where every player controls one 
character and everybody tries to outgun the others. Adrenaline 
will be supported by Adrenaline Shots, a line of  download-and-
play maps and scenarios that will take the action to the next 
level.

Note. this is an entirely new stand-alone game.

Power Legion
Superheroes get the Song of Blades treatment in this fast 

playing superpowered miniature system. Create any hero or 
villain out of comics or movies, build a team and fight for truth, 
justice, freedom... or be a villain and conquer the world!

Song of the Dragon Kings
Chinese mythology comes alive on your tabletop. This Asian 

fantasy supplement for Song of Blades and Heroes is based on 
the Tales of the Dragon Kings 28mm miniature line from Black 
Hat Miniatures and will feature characters from Journey to the 
West.

Song of Drums and Shakos
Song of Drums and Shakos is a set of small action skirmish 

level Napoleonic rules based on the Song of Blades engine.-- an 
ideal introduction to the Napoleonic period.
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Song of Wind and Water - Quick Reference Sheet

Lighting (roll d6)
1,2= lighting favors nocturnal creatures
3-4= lighting is indifferent
5-6= lighting favors diurnal creatures

Weather (roll d6)
1=  Strong winds: -1 to ranged combat, flying models -1 on Q 
2= Heatwave: models rolling two 1’s on activation are fatigued 

and have -1 on Q rolls
3= Heavy Rain, ranged combat -1, models rolling a 1 on any Q 

roll count as Fallen until their next activation
4= Thunderstorm, effects as Strong Winds + Heavy Rain, 

Animals rolling 1 on Q roll d6, 1-3=stuck in mud, 4-6=panic
5= Snow, normal terrain becomes broken, obstacles are 

slippery, 2 actions to stand up, 1 in 6 of heavy snowfall
6= Magical Storm, roll d6 any time a spell is cast, 1-3 = +1 on 

magic-users’ Q, 4-5 no effect, 6= -1 on magic users’ Q

Alternative Weather (hot dry climate, roll d6)
1-2 Heatwave, 3 Strong Winds, 4 Sandstorm, 5 Light Rain, 6 

Magical Storm
Random Terrain Generation

Roll d6 per every patch of terrain, 1-2=use table 1, 3-4= use 
table 2, 5-6= use table 3.

Table one: 1 Bladegrass, 2 Carnivorous plants, 3 Cursed 
Ruins, 4 Deep Waters, 5 Desert, 6 Geyser

Table Two: 1 Lava pool, 2 Suspended Rope Bridge, 3 
Quicksand, 4 Shallow Waters, 5 Stickyweeds, 6 Sleepflowers

Table Three: 1 swamp, 2 teleport field, 3 thick vegetation, 4 
waterfall, 5 river with d3 fords, 6 witch wood

Cursed Ruins Table 
Roll d6: 1 just ruins, 2 ancient temple, 3 precursor ruins, 4 

forbidden city, 5 lurker from another world, 6 curse of the snake 
people.

Terrain Quick Reference
Bladegrass - receive free hack at C0 if running

Carnivorous Plants: Q4+, C3, attacked at -1 in ranged combat, 
attacked at +1 by Forester, do not move, on a 5+ they have 
Shooter(Short) at C2, on a 6 they have Poison, they activate when 
a living creature steps on their “patch”

Stickyweed: reduce Q by 1, 2 actions to stand up

Quicksand: roll a die, 1-4 counts as broken terrain, 5-6 model 
sucked in by quicksand, 3 actions to get out, if model rolls 3 
failures he dies

Lava: models moving on lava receive a Free Hack with C 4

Swamps: Big, Huge, Mounted and Heavy Armor have -1 to Q 
rolls for purposes of standing up after a fall on Swamp terrain

Thick Vegetation: models become Slow unless Forester

Witch wood: gives +1 to Q rolls for spellcasting, but if spell is 
cast there’s a 2 in 6 chance of Q3+ Transfix effect on Magic-User

Teleport Field: roll a die,
 1-2 Model reappears at a random table edge.(Roll a die: 1-2, 

controller decides where model appears; 3, model appears on left 
side; 4, on right side; 5, on controller’s side; 6, on opponent’s 
side); 

3-4 model teleported off board (every turn roll one die, on 5+ 

model comes back in play from random side); 
5 model reappears within two Long distances from Teleport 

Field (controller’s choice)
6 as 5 , above, but opponent’s choice

Fire
Flammable scenic items have a Flammability score. To check if 

something catches fire, make a Flammability roll.
Models in contact with flaming scenery take a Free Hack at 7-

Flammability rating.
Animals/Swarms and Were must make Q roll to move adjacent 

to flaming scenery, cannot enter buildings on fire.

Dousing a fire: model must roll more Q successes on 3 dice 
than the fire (Fire uses Flammability as its Q rating)

Water or Earth elementals can automatically douse a fire
Magic-users can douse a fire by casting Transfix on it, the Fire 

resists with its Flammability rating(at -1 if Transfix was cast by 
an Elementalist).

River
Roll d6, on 1-3=shallow waters, 4-6= deep waters. Roll d6 

again, on a 6= Rapids

Shallow waters: -1 to C unless Amphibious, 2 actions to stand 
up after a fall

Deep waters: Amphibious move and fight normally; others 
have -2 to C and can swim 1S by spending 2 actions; if 3 failures 
are rolled, model drowns in d6+1 turns unless rescued.

Fords: 2 in 6 chance of being slippery, if slippery= model 
crossing ford must make Q roll or fall.

Shieldwall
Group move, models in shieldwall gain Heavy Armor but lose 

one level of movement; bonus is lost if models fail any Morale 
test. Only foot models with Shieldwall special rule can perform 
a shieldwall.

Rally Around the Flag
Standard bearer has -1 to C. Maximum of one standard bearer 

per warband. Once per battle, models failing a Morale roll may 
run towards the flag instead of running towards the table edge.

Undead running towards the flag are NOT destroyed.
Warband makes a Morale roll if flag is captured by the enemy 

(models with Berserk, Hatred, Artificial or Undead need not 
make this Morale roll).


